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= "00:1A:3D:9F:36:48" PORT = 4444 clientsocket = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET,
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message["Subject"] = "test" message.attach(MIMEAudio('media/sound.wav'))

message.attach(MIMEApplication('text', 'plain', 'utf-8'))
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Space Shuttle Program At left, the Shuttle Carrier Aircraft (SCA) makes its way down the runway
at Kennedy Space Center during the Advance Scavenging Rendezvous (ASR) processing. The
wing is supported by a deck built to rig and hoist the International Space Station (ISS) into a

horizontal position, ready to be maneuvered into place.The SCA is designed to land on a mobile
runway in any of NASA's major facilities, including Kennedy Space Center, Wallops Flight

Facility, Ames Research Center, Langley Research Center, or Dryden Flight Research Center.
The SCA serves as the link between commercial and government space transport services.

Related Articles � What is the Recovery and Relocation Vehicle (R/RV)? � A special vehicle is
developed to transfer astronauts from their cabin module to the International Space Station
(ISS). This is usually done when an astronaut is in a critical status, such as requiring medical

attention or critical systems are not functioning properly. The R/RV can hold up to four
astronauts, or a crew of six astronauts (including the commander and mission specialist). The
R/RV is "retrofitted" from a Russian Soyuz spacecraft. It also must be capable of transporting
both adults and children, as it is assembled to hold people in a lunar or Earth "lunar" habitat.
The R/RV is completely renovated in a Russian factory and assembled in Houston. Then it is
flown to NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston for final outfitting, and then returned to

Kennedy Space Center.� Who built the R/RV? � The Recovery and Relocation Vehicle (R/RV) was
built by Boeing. (Boeing is also building the Orion spacecraft for future exploration missions.)�

When was the R/RV built? � The R/RV was built in two phases. The first
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The world becomes more and more complicated with time. On the other hand, computers
become more and more powerful. One of the most popular choices today is Windows 10. It is

based on the Windows NT kernel and introduces a new user experience. Windows 10 allows you
to use various resources. It supports touch technology, dual-screen, Microsoft Office

applications, and so much more. You can benefit a lot from using Windows 10. You also have
the freedom to customize the OS as much as possible. Windows 10.1 Build 1607 is available for

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and 10. The new operating system offers some amazing features. Some
popular examples are touch functionality, artificial intelligence, and so much more. You also get

the Fluent Design option. It is an interesting feature that allows you to make the interface of
Windows 10 look like Windows 7 or even Windows XP. Windows 10 Download Windows 10 is
designed in such a way that it is accessible to any type of users. It is considered to be one of
the most reliable operating systems. This is true because Microsoft has spent a lot of time to
improve the user interface of Windows 10. You can easily make things available to anyone.
Windows 10 is a good alternative to Windows 8. For those who are searching for a fast and
reliable operating system, it is the one you should use. The positive aspects of Windows 10
include its interface, security, reliability, and stability. One thing you should note is that the

operating system is based on the Windows NT kernel. When you buy Windows 10, you will have
the option to upgrade or buy the OS offline. You will get Windows 10 Pro, Home, or Education.

You will also get the option to update or install on one PC or install on multiple ones. This
operating system will work on computers with processors that are based on the Intel, AMD, or
ARM architecture. Furthermore, the operating system will be compatible with the following:
Windows 7, Windows 8, and Windows 8.1. This means that it will work with both 32-bit and
64-bit processors. You can download the Windows 10 ISO (Disk Image) from the Microsoft

official site. Each of the Windows 10 versions has different features. The features are available
to you when you install the operating system. One example is that you can choose to install the

64-bit version. The good thing about this option is that it gives you access to more
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